Electrokinetic sorting and collection of fractions for preparative capillary electrophoresis on a chip.
A microfabricated device capable of selecting and collecting multiple components from a mixture separated by capillary electrophoresis (CE) is described. This collection is automated and can be easily controlled by a set of rules defined by an operator, enabling fast and consistent operation. The device consists of an electrokinetically steered fluidic network that can be divided into three sections: a CE part, a fractions distribution region and a set of storage channels. Sample fractions leave the CE channel and are detected in the interfacial region by fluorescence intensity measurements. If an upcoming peak is detected, separation is withheld and the potentials are reconfigured to force the fraction into one of the collection channels, where they become available for further processing or analysis. The sequence of separation and collection is repeated until all the bands of interest are captured. A mixture of three fluorescent dyes (Rhodamine 6G, Rhodamine B and Fluorescein) was used to demonstrate the principle. The components were repeatedly separated by means of CE and pooled in their respective storage channels. In comparison to previous developments, the system presented in this paper offers automatic collection of all fractions in a single run. Furthermore, it is possible to run the system in a repetitive mode for accumulative pooling if more fractionated sample is required.